In this paper I argue for a new attention to the sociology of Korean colonial-era texts, and for a critical rethinking of contemporary modes of literary/textual criticism as they relate to the socialization of Korean literary works from the early twentieth century. Studying the editors who oversaw the publication of poems and stories by the canonical Korean author Kim Sowȏl in the periodicals of his day repositions these literary texts in the socio-textual contexts of their initial production-allowing us to glimpse them before they were canonical. Recontextualizing Kim Sowȏl's works to emphasize the textual contexts in which they initially appeared productively reorients investigations of Kim's oeuvre and presents new creative critical opportunities; we can begin to rethink our methods of engaging his corpus. A review of scholarly approaches to Kim Sowȏl reveals that the conditions under which his works were created have gone unstudied. As a first step toward addressing this oversight in the voluminous discourse about Kim Sowȏl, I survey ten periodicals in which the poet's work appeared and identify many of the editors responsible for overseeing the translation of his poetic manuscripts into print. Identifying Sowȏl's editors illuminates the broader sociology of Korean colonial texts and enables new critical perspectives through investigations of the bibliographic histories of texts by canonical Korean authors.
bibliographic contexts of literary canons. These new technologies challenge us to critically reconsider the techne of our scholarly practices, especially how we contend with the social, historical, material, and technological contexts of canonical literary texts. Investigators of twentieth-century Korean literature working with the tools of print media and within its paradigm have, as a matter of general practice, extracted texts by now canonical authors from the bibliographic contexts in which they initially appeared in order to remake them into critical print editions and anthologies, as well as insinuate them into a wide variety of critical discourses. Too frequently this has been done without proper attention to the initial material instantiation of a given text or the variety of historical actors responsible for creating it.
Refigured physically and rhetorically by these modes of critical and editorial practice, contemporary presentations of Korean literary works from the early twentieth century are often only spectral witnesses to their own textual histories. This is to say that newly created manifestations of canonical Korean literary texts infrequently acknowledge the physical integrity of the documents on which they are based. Consequently, we are losing track of the relationship between versions of canonical works-the texts' histories-which compromises our ability to understand how these important texts have mattered, both physically and rhetorically, through time. It recently came to light, for example, that every critical edition of poetry by canonical Korean author Kim Sowȏ l (1902 -1934 created after 1979 was compiled using a doctored facsimile of Chindallaekkot (Azaleas, 1925) , Kim Sowȏ l's only book of poems, from the mid-1970s rather than the Chindallaekkot texts created during Kim Sowȏ l's lifetime.
1 Digital technologies can exacerbate this problem by enabling ever quicker and more radical textual refiguration. As Jerome McGann has suggested, these same technologies, properly conceived and deployed, also hold out the promise of illuminating the complex personal, social, material, and technological measures that manifest texts and suggest meaning at specific historical moments, what D.F. McKenzie has called the sociology of texts.
2 At stake is the historicity of specific textual artifacts and the creative critical opportunities afforded by seeing our "old" texts "anew" in their various a powerfully coherent narrative of national imagining by subsequent print publications. Identifying Kim Sowȏ l's editors is one step toward understanding the relation between his poems and their initial textual setting. Investigating Sowȏ l's editors presents the possibility of seeing patterns in Sowȏ l's texts that we have overlooked, patterns his editors may have orchestrated. It also enables us to begin developing critical tools to investigate the rhizome-like textual locales in which Kim Sowȏ l's works have been imbricated historically. I reference Deleuze and Guattari, who can get lost in their own discursive complexes, cautiously. The rhizome, as they have conceived it, "connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature." 4 This idea is useful for literary and textual studies conceived as the sociology of texts because the texts of canonical authors can be associated simultaneously with the various bibliographic and linguistic processes that instantiate those texts physically and discursively at various historical moments, including the disparate textual juxtapositions of serial publications. Even if we are not yet sure how to assess the relationship between authors such as Reeve and Sowȏ l, and I am not, we should not ignore the historical moment that brought them together, or foreclose the possibility of understanding the relationship by eliding it from critical view.
By identifying Kim Sowȏ l's editors we begin to illuminate nodes in the complex systems of textual production that materialized his texts, bringing into relief the historical/textual context in which the work of this important poet initially appeared. Sowȏ l's editors, like other unexplored actors and elements in the sociology of Kim Sowȏ l's texts, provide an alternate starting point for developing critical narratives (and questioning existing ones) about Kim's poetry by investigating the textual fabric into which his poetry has been woven. Examining the actors and elements at work in the sociology of Kim Sowȏ l's texts opens the door to critical inquiries about the literary field in colonial Korea and editors as cultural intermediaries. 5 It also allows us to imagine new ways of organizing Kim Sowȏ l's work to gain critical insight. The latter is touched upon in the conclusion; the former is saved for another paper.
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Here I review the critical approaches to Kim Sowȏ l, demonstrating how the material contexts of his verse and the conditions under which his works were created have gone unstudied. To address this significant oversight in the discourse and recognize the textual artifacts from the 1920s that presented Kim Sowȏ l's poetry, I then survey ten periodicals in which Kim's works appeared between 1920 and 1925 to identify many of the editors responsible for overseeing the translation of his manuscripts into print.
The imaginative opportunities enabled by this straightforward exploration of the sociology of Kim's texts can productively reorient investigations of Kim's oeuvre. They can also raise questions about the genealogy of critical terms central to discussions about Kim and colonial Korea, and expose some of the perils of contemporary editorial practice with respect to Korean literary and historical texts, issues to be explored in the conclusion.
The Major Themes and Significant Limitations of Sowȏl Scholarship
A book could be written about the critical discourse that now secures a place for Kim Sowȏl and his poetry in the history of modern Korea. Kwon Youngmin (Kwȏn Yȏngmin), in a paper delivered at Harvard University nearly a decade ago, estimated that more than five hundred books and articles had been written about Kim Sowȏl by that time. 7 Since then, there has been a steady stream of books and articles about Kim and his work. None, however, have paid any significant attention to the conditions of his texts' creation, the nexus of people and technologies employed to produce them, or how they have been socialized. The following sketch of Kim's early life will help to illuminate some of the major topics and themes that have been addressed in Sowȏl scholarship.
Kim Sowȏl's Early Life
The limpid first chapter of Kim Sowȏl, kȗ 'ulp'anbu, 2000) , 9-32.
9. Namdan-dong is frequently referred to as "Namsan" 南山 in documents about Kim Sowȏl. I use the two names interchangeably.
10. Kim Sowȏl's father appears to have been mentally unwell and by the time Sowȏl returned from Japan in late 1923 the family was beginning to face financial difficulties.
organizations, was there as well. In fact, Yi Kwangsu taught at Osan for a short period. Moreover, the well-respected poet and translator of Western verse Kim Ȏ k attended the school before becoming one of its instructors. Kim is said to have helped propagate the first waves of Western poetics in the soon-to-be turbulent literary waters of the twentieth century. Chȏngsik also attended Osan where he became one of Kim Ȏ k's students. Recognizing Chȏngsik's prodigious literary gifts, Kim Ȏ k introduced him to the literary world, which would know him by his pen name Sowȏl 素月. As a poet in Chȏngju, Sowȏl wanted for nothing and began to produce verse that, like William Wordsworth's poems about his Cumberland countryside, sang about his home.
Themes in Sowȏl Scholarship
Among the most prevalent themes in Sowȏl scholarship is that Kim Sowȏl and his poetry are thoroughly Korean and rooted in the soil of North P'yȏngan province. This reflects the earliest critical stances toward Kim Sowȏl. Kim Sowȏl's instructor at the Osan school, Kim Ȏ k, who has had the most profound influence over how scholars have approached Kim Sowȏl, championed the association of Kim Sowȏl's poetry with "traditional" Korea, Korean folk song, and a newly created critical category, 11 folk-song-style poetry (minyosi 民謠詩).
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In a 1923 article, for example, in which Kim initially pans a pair of Sowȏl's poems only to exalt others that he associated with folk-song-style poetry, Kim Ȏ k urges Kim Sowȏl to lead the way for minyosi.
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Sowȏl would take issue with Kim Ȏ k's treatment of his poems and would 11. Pak Hyesuk and Pak Kyȏngsu both suggest that the first use of the term "minyosi" was beside Kim Sowȏl's poem "Chindallaekkot" (Azaleas) Korea. Assuming the relationship implicitly, these observers focused somewhat less on associating Kim Sowȏl's poetry with Korean tradition and more on the causes and implications of the emotions expressed in his work. Summarizing these feelings most frequently with the terms han 恨 or chȏ nghan 情恨 (resentment), these scholars and critics identified the source of Sowȏl's speakers' grief in causes as diverse as estrangement from nature and Japanese oppression. Kim Tongni, for example, famously describes how the phrase chȏmanch'i 저만치 (over there) in the poem "Sanyuhwa" 山有花 (Flowers on the mountain) suggests its speaker's alienation from the natural world.
22 North Korean commentators, particularly in the late fifties, tended to praise Kim Sowȏl as a realist poet who sang of his love for his nation and his people. They considered Japanese colonial oppression the cause of the resentment expressed by Sowȏl's speakers.
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Sȏ Chȏ ngju, in an astutely contrarian article published in the late 1950s, considered the expression of despair in Sowȏl's poetry as a means of overcoming despair. While recognizing the sense of resignation that pervades Kim Sowȏl's poetry, Sȏ asserts in 1959 that poems such as "Kaeami" (Ants), "Pat korang uesȏ" (On the furrow of a field), and "Na ȗi chip" (My home) suggest a muted hopefulness to be found in community, diligence, and individual determination. 
Using Yeats-The Limits of Sowȏl Scholarship
The relationship between Kim Sowȏl's poetry and foreign literatures has been another important current within Kim Sowȏl scholarship, one which also highlights the conceptual instabilities and limitations of the discourse about Sowȏ l. The drive to present Kim Sowȏ l's poetry as thoroughly Korean anachronistically dichotomizes its relationship to non-Korean literature that influenced Kim Sowȏl and appeared alongside his work in the periodicals of his day. This polemical stance and the lack of attention paid to the frequent juxtaposition, by colonial-era editors, of Kim Sowȏl's poetry with works such as Shakespeare's Hamlet suggest that Kim Sowȏl scholarship has been limited by its disregard for the initial bibliographic contexts of his work.
The discussion of Kim Sowȏl and foreign writers has centered on the notion In addition to the problematic notion of "the voice of the people," Peter Lee's statement shows how the discourse can belittle Korean poets who experimented with foreign literatures and obscure the fact that works of Western poets and discussions of Western poetry were not only a defining aspect of Korean poetry but also of the discussion of Kim Sowȏl's work. This is demonstrated most readily by Kim Ȏ k's frequent and creative use of Yeats's poetry in his discussions of Kim Sowȏl. For example, Kim Ȏ k begins the 1923 essay in which he encourages Kim Sowȏl to lead the way for minyosi with a translation of the last lines of Yeats's poem "The Old Men Admiring Themselves in the Water." He uses Yeats rhetorically to throw down a gauntlet before his readers, whom he assumes to be aspiring poets: the translated excerpt, "All that's beautiful drifts away/ like the waters," is meant to encourage the creation of lasting art. "Life is short," Kim Ȏ k writes in the opening paragraph that follows, "but art is long."
32 With Hippocrates' aphorism, Kim poses the following question to his readers: Do you wish to "drift away" or do you aspire to the immortality that well-made art can provide? For dramatic effect, he concludes his essay by repeating the lines from Yeats. 33 The discourse that presents Kim Sowȏl as a "traditional Korean poet" frames him within a perceived dichotomy between what is Korean and what is not. Ironically, Kim Ȏ k frames the essay that helped initiate this discourse by repeating a translation of Yeats.
Kim Ȏ k also uses these same lines from Yeats in his eulogistic essay "Remembrance of Sowȏl," published shortly after Kim Sowȏl's death. The appearance of these lines in a wholly different context (and a somewhat different translation) shows the importance of Yeats for Kim Ȏ k and his discussion of Kim Sowȏl. Here Kim Ȏ k presents Yeats to express his own emotional quandary following the death of his student and friend. While he continues to press his case for Kim Sowȏl's importance as a folk-song-style poet, Kim uses Yeats's lines to express his sorrow at Kim Sowȏl's death. Moreover, in an interesting reversal Kim Ȏ k praises Kim Sowȏl's poem "Love's Song" (Nim ȗi norae), the same poem he panned in a review in 1923. In his remembrance, Kim lauds the poem for being "gentle" and "mysterious," as well as being able to "beautifully evoke a purity of emotion (sunjȏng 純情)." 
The Periodicals
When we see Sowȏl beside Reeve in the context of the Tonga ilbo in 1921 we see how his poetry was imagined as a consequence of calendrical happenstance and editorial choices that materialized his poetry on a particular day and in a specific bibliographic context. Recognizing the presence of Reeve's stories rather than looking past them allows us to see the mass of successive issues of the Tonga ilbo, the large body of scholarship about Kim Sowȏ l, and, crucially, Kim Sowȏ l's poetry as it was performed in the 1920s among the ads for gonorrhea medicine and updates on fund-raising activities for a new hospital in Seoul-fixtures of page four, like Reeve's stories, when Kim Sowȏl's poetry appeared in the newspaper in 1921.
38 Describing the journals in which Kim Sowȏl's poetry originally appeared, we recognize the iconic place of his texts in our present while improving our chances of understanding their place in his 37. Kim Sowȏl's poems always appear on page four (the last page) when they appear in the Tonga ilbo in 1921. Unless otherwise noted, Tonga ilbo citations were retrieved from the Donga (Tonga) Ilbo Archive (Tonga ilbo ak'aibȗ), http://www.donga.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/pdf/archive. Similarly, Chosȏn ilbo citations were retrieved from the Chosun (Chosȏn) Ilbo Archive (Chosȏn ilbo ak'aibȗ), http://srchdb1.chosun.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/pdf/i_archive. Records from the Chōsen Sōtokufu are digital reproductions from the National Library of South Korea or the Assembly Library of South Korea unless otherwise noted. time before they became that icon; we begin to address the shortcomings in Sowȏl scholarship (and Korean literary studies more generally), especially the dichotomization between Korean and foreign works, and the neglect of bibliographic contexts. Knowing that writers such as Yeats and Symons were important to Sowȏl and integral to discussions about him from the beginning, we can expand the discussion of Kim Sowȏl and foreign writers to investigate how their works were juxtaposed in periodicals of the day. Works by writers as varied as Li Bai (701-762), Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), Maxim Gorky (1868 Gorky ( -1936 , and Walt Whitman (1819-1892), in addition to Shakespeare and Arthur Reeve, appeared in at least thirty of the thirty-nine periodical publications in which Kim Sowȏl's poetry was presented between 1920 and 1925. 39 Viewing Kim Sowȏl in these periodicals inevitably brings Yeats and Symons into the discussion, and many other foreign writers as well. Importantly, we also begin to identify the broader group of authors and works that constituted the textual world inhabited by Kim Sowȏl's poems in these publications. Crucially, we can also identify with considerable precision who was responsible for facilitating these juxtapositions and the readings they inspire, the editors responsible for including texts by Kim Sowȏl in this imaginary.
A review of Kim Sowȏl's publishing activities and the periodicals in which he published reveals who was in charge of shepherding his work into print. Kim Sowȏl's poetry, fiction, and essays appeared in thirty-nine different issues of at least ten different periodicals between March 1920, when his work first began to appear in print, and late December 1925, when his collection Chindallaekkot (Azaleas) appeared. 40 There is also the likelihood that a significant number of Kim Sowȏl' These ten periodicals are most often presented in a 4.6-p'an (128 x 188 mm) or kukp'an (152 x 218 mm) format and printed on generally low-quality, machine-made paper. Metal staples still bind those issues that have not been rebound since their initial publication. In terms of general character, layout, and distribution, these publications include wide-margined but less widely distributed literary coterie magazines, such as Ch'angjo 創造 (Creation) and Yȏ ngdae 靈臺 (The soul's place). They also include the narrow-margined presentations of the era's most widely distributed publications, such as the intellectual monthly 43 Kaebyȏ k and the daily newspaper the Tonga ilbo. Between these poles, Kim Sowȏl's poems also appear in magazines such as Haksaenggye 學生界 (Students' world) and Sinyȏsȏng 新女性 (New woman) aimed at specific demographics within the larger population of colonial readers.
Examining the number of works Sowȏl published in each periodical, it is clear that he was a poet of the intellectual monthly Kaebyȏk and the daily newspaper Tonga ilbo. Of the 127 works 44 by Sowȏl that scholars have been able to identify in journals from this period, about 40 percent appear in Kaebyȏk and a quarter in the Tonga ilbo. Indeed, about two-thirds of Kim Sowȏl's literary output between 1920 and 1925 appears in just these two periodicals. We see that while Sowȏl began his career in the important literary journal Ch'angjo and a magazine for students, Haksaenggye, Sowȏl published almost all his works that would appear in 1921 in the Tonga ilbo. Everything he published in 1922, his most active year for periodical publication, appeared in Kaebyȏk.
In the early years of Kim Sowȏl's career the number of works he published each year initially increased quite rapidly and reached a peak in 1922 during his time at Paejae High School (Paejae Kodȗng Pot'ong Hakkyo 培材高等普通學校). In 1923, the number of published works declined, perhaps because Sowȏl was busy traveling and coping with the events of that tumultuous year. 
Sowȏ l's Editors
Kim Sowȏl paid considerable attention to the presentation of his poetry, as I and others have noted elsewhere. 49 Of course he had only partial control over how it appeared in the periodicals of his day. His editors at companies such as Kaebyȏksa, the firm responsible for the publication of Kaebyȏk and other important colonial periodicals, certainly played a role in shaping his work and how it was read at the time. However, to date, there have been no systematic studies of how editors at organizations such as Kaebyȏksa may have molded the public presentation of Sowȏl's poems. We can begin the work of attempting to understand how the manuscript copies of Kim Sowȏl's poems, most of which are lost, were translated into their printed forms by simply attempting to identify Sowȏl's editors.
A closer look at how Kaebyȏksa was structured, along with information from the colophons of the periodicals surveyed here, suggests that Hyȏn Ch'ȏl 玄哲 had direct editorial control of the largest number of Kim Sowȏl's literary works and that Kim Ȏ k, as well as members of the Ch'angjo coterie, played significant roles. The Ch'angjo group's role in editing Kim Sowȏl's poems means that Kim Sowȏl's editors were often just a few years older than he was and also from the P'yȏngan provinces. In trying to identify Kim Sowȏl's editors we learn that in some instances, such as when he published in Paejae, the journal produced by his high school, Sowȏl probably edited his own poetry.
With the success of Kaebyȏk and the launching of a new journal, Puin (Women), 50 in June 1922, the staff at Kaebyȏksa grew to approximately twenty people by January 1923.
51 This staff was organized into three departments: an editorial department (p'yonjipkuk 編輯局) that consisted of a research section (chosabu 調査部), a politics and economy section (chȏnggyȏngbu 政經部), a society section (sahoebu 社會部), and a literature and arts section (hagyebu 學藝部); a business and finance department (yȏngȏpkuk 營業局) that consisted of an accounting section (kyȏngnibu 經理部), a sales section (p'anmaebu 販賣部), an advertising section (kwanggobu 廣告部), a printing section (ch'ulp'anbu 出版部), and a distribution section (taeribu 代理部); as well as a general affairs department (sȏmugwa 庶務課). Each department was overseen by a governing board that consisted of the company president, the editor-in-chief (chugan 主幹), and the heads of each department. 
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Colophons are only partially indicative of who was actually handling Sowȏl's manuscripts, as the situation at Kaebyȏk demonstrates. However, colophons of the publications in which Sowȏl's poetry appears suggest that his work was guided through publication at the highest level by a different editor at each journal. These editors include Kim Hwan 金煥 (?-?) at Ch'angjo, O Ch'ȏnsȏk 吳天錫 (1901 O Ch'ȏnsȏk 吳天錫 ( -1987 at Chosȏ n mundan, and Kim Ch'anggwȏ n 金昌權 (?-?) at Munmyȏng. A glance at the birth dates of these most senior editors suggests that they were not entirely "senior" in terms of their age. Although I am uncertain about Kim Ch'anggwȏn's dates and Im Changhwa's are unknown, only Kim Ch'ȏlchung and Yi Tonghwa appear to have been in their forties when Sowȏl's poems appeared in their publications. Even Sowȏl's principal at Paejae High School was quite young when he served as the editor of Paejae: Henry Appenzeller would have been thirty-four when Sowȏl's poems appeared in the school's periodical.
Kim Ȏ k and O Ch'ȏnsȏk, a young man just a year older than Sowȏl who would study in the United States and become an important figure in South Korean education, 58 are most likely to have handled the manuscripts for many of Kim Sowȏl's early publications. O, a member of the Ch'angjo coterie and editor of the new journal launched by Hansȏng Tosȏ Chusik Hoesa, was deeply involved with the first issue of Haksaenggye that appeared in July 1920. In 56. Ch'oe Suil, "Kaebyȏk" yȏn'gu, 35. 57. This is necessarily a supposition. Currently, not even a facsimile copy of the August 1923 issue in which Sowȏ l's poetry appears is extant in South Korean libraries. Nor have I been able to discover it in any private collection. Consequently, this supposition is based on the last legible colophon in the facsimile housed at Korea University's Research Institute of Korean Studies (Minjok Munhwa Yȏ n'guwȏ n), which is the November 1922 issue. addition to editing the new publication, O wrote six of the works included in Haksaenggye's inaugural issue. Given his intense involvement, it is likely that he would have taken an active role in determining how "Mȏn huil" 먼後日 (Some day long from now) and other poems by Kim Sowȏl were presented in the journal. Moreover, he is the person who awarded Kim Sowȏl's short story "Ch'unjo" 春朝 (Spring morning) second prize (chi 地) in the October 1920 Haksaenggye literary contest, for which Kim Sowȏl earned one wȏ n. 59 Kim Sowȏl's subsequent contributions to Haksaenggye, some of which were only recently rediscovered, 60 all appear as winners of the monthly literary contest held by Haksaenggye. These later contests were all judged by Kim Ȏ k. 61 Consequently, we can be reasonably certain that Kim Ȏ k acted as the editor of Kim Sowȏl's poems in Haksaenggye in late 1920 and early 1921.
Chȏ ng Yȏ ngsu
We can also be reasonably certain that Kim Ȏ k had editorial control of Kim Sowȏl's contributions to the Tonga ilbo newspaper between the spring 1924 and the summer 1925. The Tonga Ilbosa sa (A history of Tonga Ilbosa), our primary source for who worked at the paper and when, is silent about the editor in charge of the literature and arts section between June 1920 and December 1925. 62 Consequently, it is unclear who chose and edited the poems 64 The only time that Sowȏl's poems do not appear on a Monday during this period is when they appear in the 1925 New Year's Day edition of the paper. In this issue, Kim Sowȏ l's poems are printed directly beneath an article by Kim Ȏ k, which suggests that here, too, he was probably instrumental in the presentation of Sowȏl's work.
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Investigating who oversaw the publication of Kim Sowȏl's poetry in this fashion, it becomes clear that members of the Ch'angjo coterie were central players in the presentation of Kim Sowȏl's texts. In addition to Kim Ȏ k and O Ch'ȏnsȏk, Kim Tongin, one of the founding members of Ch'angjo, had a hand in arranging Kim Sowȏl's poetry in the periodicals. As is widely known, Kim Tongin describes a letter he received from Sowȏl "while editing" the coterie magazine Yȏ ngdae. In that same 1929 newspaper article, he also vividly describes handling the manuscripts for the poems that would introduce Kim Sowȏl to the literary world in the March 1920 issue of Ch'angjo. 66 Ch'angjo coterie members also appear to have been in control of the editorial process at Chosȏn mundan when Kim Sowȏl's poems appeared there. While it is not clear who specifically was handling his work, editorial notes at the end of the April and July 1925 issues of Chosȏn mundan in which Kim Sowȏl's poems appear suggest that Kim Tongin, Kim Ȏ k, and O Ch'ȏnsȏk, as well as Chȏn Yȏngt'aek, were quite involved. 67 63. Kim Ȏ k is listed as the "Literature and arts editor for Mondays" (wȏryoil chuim munyebu hu 月曜日主任 文藝部後). Tonga Ilbosa Sa P'yȏnjip Wiwȏnhoe, Tonga Ilbosa sa, 425. 64. Tonga ilbo, November 24, 1924; Tonga ilbo, January 4, 1925; Tonga ilbo, February 2, 1925; and Tonga ilbo, July 21, 1925. 65. Tonga ilbo, January 1, 1925. 66. Kim Tongin, "Nae ka bon siin Kim Sowȏl, " cited in Kim Chong'uk, Chȏngbon Sowȏl chȏnjip, vol. 2, 410, 419 . In this article Kim Tongin describes how the poems by Sowȏl that were to appear in Ch'angjo in March of 1920 were composed on the personal stationary of Kim Ȏ k, suggesting that Kim Ȏ k is likely to have played a role in editing the poems before the manuscripts were sent to Kim Tongin. A short passage in the editorial notes at the end of the March 1923 issue of Paejae, the publication supported by Kim Sowȏl's high school, suggests that in addition to having his work edited by members of the Ch'angjo coterie, Sowȏl also edited some of his own poetry. Although it is impossible to know who is speaking, a member of the editorial group responsible for the text of the March issue mentions Sowȏl. He writes, referring to a poem called "Songnim" 松林 (Pine forest) by Chang Taejin 張大鎭 that appears on page 131, "I wasn't sure what Sowȏl was talking about when he said with a smile on his round face, 'Let's work on this one. The bones are good;' it was the poem [by Chang Taejin]."
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While not as concretely, another short editorial note at the end of the March issue of Paejae also suggests Sowȏl's editorial involvement. The following short passage is also included with other brief editorial blurbs near the end of the periodical: "Needing to take that dreadful entrance exam, I returned home before we were able to finish the editing; I beg of my fellow editors many pardons." 69 The character so (素) from Sowȏl's pen name appears in parentheses after the short statement. Although this is hardly concrete proof of Sowȏl's authorship, Sino-Korean characters that suggest other members of Sowȏl's high school class appear among these short editorial notes as well, indicating that so (素) may indeed refer to Sowȏl. The character chȏng (禎) appears after the fifth short passage and the characters pyȏng hȗi (昞熙) are found after the final short editorial notice. "Pyȏnghȗi" is very likely to refer to Han Pyȏnghȗi 韓昞熙 , a young man listed with Kim Sowȏl's graduating class in this same issue of Paejae.
70 "Chȏng" is likely to be Yun Chȏngho 尹禎皓, who is also listed with Kim Sowȏl's graduating class and, like Sowȏl, left shortly after his graduation from high school to study in Japan. 71 215-216. Ch'angjo coterie members were an important element in the group that edited Chosȏn mundan. It should be noted, however, that the group of editors listed by Chosȏn mundan in these two issues contains fifteen writers, making it difficult to know who specifically was responsible for handling the manuscripts. 71. Yun is the only student in Sowȏl's class whose name includes the character "Chȏng" 禎. 
Conclusion
The aim of this paper has been to illuminate how critical discourse about Kim Sowȏ l has ignored the various actors involved in the production of his texts and the sociology of literary production in colonial Korea. The ambition has been to broaden our critical gaze so that poems by Kim and works by other important twentieth-century Korean authors can be re-imagined within the contexts of their initial presentations in print, before they were integrated so forcefully into narratives of literary significance and national imagining that have left little room for the individual histories of these texts and the people who created 72. Kim Tongin appears to be the first to explicitly discuss Kim Ȏ k's importance to Kim Sowȏl in his 1929 article "Nae ka bon siin Kim Sowȏl," Chosȏn ilbo, December 10-12, 1929 them. Identifying Kim Sowȏ l's editors seemed an appropriate first step in this endeavor.
The relatively simple step of identifying Kim Sowȏ l's editors has important ramifications for how we read canonical Korean works from the early twentieth century. The most significant, as I have stressed, is our ability to see Kim Sowȏ l's texts in their complex socio-textual historical moments. This enables us to reconsider how to organize and contextualize Sowo˘l's works. As the summary of critical approaches above suggests, specific thematic (han, nim, the Korean folk, Korean tradition), temporal (general assertions about the colonial period), and formal (mostly rhythmic) characteristics have been used to organize and articulate Kim Sowȏ l's poetry. The table below, which includes Kim Sowȏ l's editors and the poems that they oversaw, suggests one of many new critical schemas that might be imagined for the study of Kim Sowȏ l, one that organizes his texts according to the people involved in their production. The conceptual dichotomies-tradition/ modernity, native/ foreign, authorial originality/ derivativeness-that have shaped the discourse about Kim can (and should) be acknowledged for the roles that they have played. But they should not confine that discourse in the future, particularly if doing so increasingly endangers our ability to understand all that Korea's fragile textual artifacts from the early twentieth century have to tell us about the people who made them and the various ways that they may have mattered.
Recontextualizing Sowȏ l's work-emphasizing the conditions under which his texts have been created and the textual contexts in which they initially appeared-productively reorients investigations of Kim's oeuvre, presenting new critical opportunities. We can begin to rethink the methods used for critically editing his corpus, making them more inclusive of the social and material histories of his individual texts. Having identified the editors for one important author, we can begin to discern aspects of literary networks that may help to better define the literary field in colonial Korea.
73 Investigating the role individual editors may have played in shaping individual texts by Sowȏ l, we might, for example, examine the lexical, thematic, and/or stylistic dispositions of the poems by Kim Sowȏ l that were supervised editorially by Kim Ȏ k and compare them with those overseen by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l. These two groupings of poems, in turn, might be juxtaposed with Kim's poems in the March 1923 issue of Paejae, poems over which Kim Sowȏ l seems to have had some editorial control. This kind of triangulated investigation could help distinguish Kim Sowȏ l's work as a poet from that of his editors, thereby illuminating important aspects of Korean literary production with considerable historical precision.
Initial analyses along these lines, such as simple word frequency studies (where words are defined by a space between glyphs), suggest that there are significant lexical and stylistic differences between the poems edited by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l, Kim Ȏ k, and Sowȏ l. For example, the poems edited by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l are, as a group, significantly more explicit about their subjects. Tangsin 당신 (you), kȗ 그 (an anaphoric designator that can be used as a pronoun), and na[nȗ n] 나[는] (I) are the most frequently appearing words in the portion of Sowȏ l's corpus edited by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l. The most frequent word in the group of poems edited by Kim Ȏ k is the interjection "ah" (아아). 74 Poems that Sowȏ l may have edited himself thwart word frequency analyses based on bibliographic space because his poems in Paejae are presented in kind of scriptio continua. Space appears only infrequently between the words in Sowȏ l's poems in Paejae. Interestingly, periods and commas are used at a high frequency to articulate the poems grammatically and rhythmically. Poems edited by Kim Ȏ k use punctuation significantly less often, although poems edited by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l also use a relatively high number of periods and commas. 75 More complex analyses of the differences between these poems could be conducted. But even these preliminary results could be compared with the corpus of writings by Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l and Kim Ȏ k to see if Kim Ȏ k frequently made use of interjections in his poetry or Hyȏ n Ch'ȏ l was also explicit about identifying his grammatical subjects, which might suggest ways that they may have intervened editorially in Kim Sowȏ l's poetry. Sowȏ l's own apparent typographic stylistics, suggested by the frequent use of commas and periods and the infrequent use of space between words, could be compared with typographic conventions of his classmates in Paejae, as well the use of punctuation marks in Kaebyȏ k. Juxtaposing Kim Sowȏ l's texts based on the processes of literary production presents new opportunities for critical creativity. It enables us to imagine Kim's poems in previously unexplored constellations rather than plotted along familiar discursive trajectories.
Such creative, historically grounded inquiries are only possible if we acknowledge and investigate the sociology of texts. New modes of textual 74. This analysis of the poems edited by Kim Ȏ k does not include the poems in the March 1920 issue of Ch'angjo, which Kim Ȏ k may have edited before the poems were sent to Kim Tongin at Ch'angjo. Please see note 66.
75. These word frequency analyses are based on digital texts created by the author working from copies of the original journals. They have been performed using prototype software developed by the author and Kim Sanghun. production and re-articulation, databases and computational tools, can help to remedy our lack of knowledge about literary production in colonial Korea by facilitating the ever-quicker exploration of large textual corpora, but only if those corpora include information about how individual texts have been iterated through time. Absent this information, these same systems will only accelerate the pace at which twentieth-century Korean texts are divorced from the rich opportunities for discovery that their historical iterations present. Until quite recently, bibliographic specifics about the texts used to make the digital versions of Kaebyȏ k hosted by the National Institute of Korean History (Kuksa p'yȏ nch'an wiwȏ nhoe) were almost completely absent. This was the case for most of the digital texts presented in this important information system. As recently as March 2014, the only available "bibliographic information" (sȏ ji chȏ ngbo) in the Han'guksa Database about Kaebyȏ k's twenty-fifth issue, in which "Azaleas," the title poem of Kim' Returning to the Institute's web portal in early May of 2014 while preparing this essay for publication, I discovered that the website had been updated and information about the publications used to create many of the full-text digital copies of early twentieth-century journals presented in the database is now included. This is an exciting turn of events. Ironically, with regard to Kaebyȏk, the Institute's editors admit that they have lost track of which texts were used to create their digital presentation of the journal. "It is difficult to discern which copy texts were used," 77 they confess after presenting an extended list of possibilities, which include various facsimiles and copies of certain issues housed at the National Library of Korea. The frankness of the editors is welcome. Their forthcoming comments serve to clarify how easily we can lose track of a text's history and who is responsible for the editorial choices behind the digital editions, consulted more and more frequently, of historical journals that include canonical Korean authors such as Kim Sowȏ l: Sowȏ l's contemporaries, such as Hyȏn Ch'ȏl? Or unidentified personnel at the National Institute of Korean History?
